UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA.

An applicant should go through the undermentioned rules of re-examination and submit this prescribed proforma only if he / she is found eligible. Applicant shall be outright cancelled if he/she is not eligible.

**Rules for Ex-Examination (under 2+1 system)**

1. In case of B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. Part I and Part II examination for General Course a candidate may seek re-examination in not more than two theoretical papers [not necessarily belonging to the same subject or group of subject(s) ], provided he/she secures at least 40 percent of the total marks in the remaining papers of the examination.

   A candidate who appeared in the Part I (Honours/Major) Examination may seek re-examination in not more than two Honours/Major theoretical papers or two theoretical papers in General Course including papers in language group, provided he/she secures at least 40 percent of the total marks in the remaining Honours/Major paper/papers and papers in General Course (including papers in Language Group) as the case may be.

   Such a candidate may also seek re-examination in one Honours/Major theoretical paper and one theoretical paper in General course (including papers in Language Group) provided he/she secures at least 40 percent of the total marks in the remaining Honours/Major papers and papers in General course (including papers in Language Group taken together).

   A candidate appearing in the Part II Examination (Honours / Major Course) may seek re-examination in not more than two Honours/Major theoretical papers or in one Honours/Major theoretical paper and in Environmental Studies of the said examination provided he/she secures at least 40 percent in the remaining Honours/Major papers.

   Such a candidate may also seek re-examination in Environmental Studies only provided he/she secures at least 40 percent marks in the Honours/Major papers.

2. Application for re-examination shall be restricted to theoretical papers of the regular annual examination and not of any Compartmental / one subject examination in General course.

3. No application for re-examination in practical portion shall be entertained.

4. For the purpose of re-examination compulsory language group shall be treated as one paper i.e. ENGC & BNGM / HINM / URDM / NPLM / ENGM together shall be treated as one paper.

Senate House
Kolkata.
Tuesday, August 18, 2009

Controller of Examinations (Acting).
Rules of re-examinations

B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. Examination (1+1+1 new)
Vide CSR/61/06 dated the 8th December, 2006.

a) General provisions:

A candidate appearing at any examination as a whole may apply to the Controller of Examinations for re-examination of his/her answer-script(s) of an examination ordinarily within 15 working days of the University from the date of the publication of result subject to the provision as laid down hereunder.

Application for re-examination shall be restricted to theoretical papers only.

Marks secured in Environmental studies shall not be taken into account in order to determine the eligibility for re-examination.

Compulsory Language Group shall be treated as a paper for the purpose of re-examination.

Grace/deficit award shall not be taken into account in order to determine the eligibility for re-examination.

b) Provisions in respect of Part I/II/Examination:

(i) General Course:

A candidate may seek re-examination of not more than two papers/portion of papers provided he/she secures at least 35% marks of the total marks in the remaining papers/portion of papers of all subjects taken together.

(ii) Honours/Major Course:

A candidate may seek re-examination of not more than two General papers/portion of papers provided he/she secures at least 35% of the total marks in the remaining general papers/portion of papers of all General subjects taken together.

OR

A candidate may seek re-examination of one Honours/Major paper/portion of paper and one General paper/portion of paper provided he/she secures at least 35% of the total marks in the remaining papers/portion of papers of the Honours/Major and all General subjects taken together.

OR

A candidate may seek re-examination of not more than one Honours/Major paper/portion of paper provided he/she secures at least 35% of the total marks in the remaining papers/portion of papers of the Honours/Major subject.

c) Provisions in respect of Part III Examination:

General Course: A candidate may seek re-examination of not more than two General papers/portion of papers provided he/she secures at least 35% of the total marks in remaining papers/portion of papers of all General subject taken together.

Honours/Major Course: A candidate may seek re-examination of not more than two Honours/Major papers/portion of papers provided he/she secures at least 35% of the total marks in the remaining papers/portion of papers of the Honours/General subject.

Senate House
Kolkata.
Tuesday, August 18, 2009

Controller of Examinations (Acting).
Rules of re-examinations

B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. Examination (1+1+1 System)
Vide CSR/61/06 dated the 8th December 2006, / Vide CSR/54/09 dated the 24th November 2009,
Vide CSR/123 dated the 19th November 2010, / Vide CSR/98/10 dated the 26th August 2010,
Vide CSR/69/11 dated the 22nd November 2011.

General provisions:
A candidate appearing at any examination as a whole may apply to the Controller of Examinations for re-examination of his/her
answer-script(s) of an examination ordinarily within 15 working days of the University from the date of the publication of result
subject to the provision as laid down hereunder.

Application for re-examination shall be restricted to theoretical papers only.

Grade secured by candidates appearing at Part-I Examination in the year 2011 and subsequently (under CSR/54/09 or CSR/98/10) in
compulsory Language Group in Part – I & Environmental Studies in Part – III shall not be taken into account in order to determine
eligibility for re-examination and there shall be no re-examination in Language Group and Environmental Studies for such
candidates.

Vice / deficit award shall not be taken into account in order to determine the eligibility for re-examination.

1) Provisions in respect of Part I/II/Examination:
   (i) General Course:

   A candidate may seek re-examination of not more than two papers / portion of papers provided he/she secures at least 35%
   marks in the remaining papers / portion of papers of all subjects taken together.

   (ii) Honours/Major Course:

   A candidate can seek re-examination of not more than two General papers / portion of papers in Part – II Examination provided
   he/she secures at least 35% of the total marks in the remaining general papers / portion of papers of all General subjects taken
   together.

   -OR-

   A candidate may seek re-examination of both the two General paper / portion of paper in Part – I Examination only provided
   he/she secures at least 35% of the total marks in the Honours or Major papers.

   OR

   A candidate may seek re-examination of one Honours/Major paper /portion of paper and one General paper / portion of paper
   provided he/she secures at least 35% of the total marks in the remaining papers / portion of papers of the Honours/Major and all
   General subjects taken together.

   OR

   A candidate may seek re-examination of not more than one Honours/Major paper / portion of paper provided he/she secures at
   least 35% of the total marks in the remaining papers / portion of papers of the Honours/Major subject.

2) Provisions in respect of Part III Examination:

   General Course: A candidate may seek re-examination of not more than two General papers / portion of papers provided he/she
   secures at least 35% of the total marks in the remaining papers / portion of papers of all General subject taken together.

   Honours/Major Course: A candidate may seek re-examination of not more than two Honours/Major papers / portion of papers
   provided he/she secures at least 35% of the total marks in the remaining papers /portion of papers of the Honours subject.

3) Provisions in respect of B.Com Examination (under CSR/98/10):

   A candidate may seek re-examination of not more than two papers / portion of papers provided he/she secures at least 35%
   marks of the total marks in the remaining papers / portion of papers taken together.

Controller of Examinations

Senate House
Kolkata.